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THIS MONTH

→  PINTEREST,“PinFlexible” 
PinFlex, a Pinterest-exclusive work model, 
encourages employees to work and live 
flexibly

→  TWITTER'S infographic 
INNOVATION 
#ExtremeWeather, an infographic platform 
designed to spark conversation about 
climate change.

→  Nicelab: BRILLIANCE  
IN BEIJING 
A fresh and daring studio from the east 
embodies its identity with technicolour and 
free flowing shapes.
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Emerging Lifestyle

→ 03.08.2022  

PINTEREST, 
PinFlexible

“At Pinterest, we know that our best work happens 
when we feel most inspired.” That’s what the 
company’s founder said when announcing PinFlex, 
a Pinterest-exclusive work model that gives 
employees the freedom to live and work flexibly.

While the pandemic forced us to work flexibility, 
some brands have managed to transform it into a 
company strength that can be developed using a 
regulated business model. We all know that some 
work can be done perfectly anywhere, which is 
why the company encourages employees to work 
wherever they prefer, whether it’s at home, a 
Pinterest office, or another virtual location.

Pinterest allows eligible full-time employees to work 
outside of their country of employment, for up to 3 
months in a 12-month period. PinFlex encourages 
flexibility while prioritising in-person interactions in 
a new “office without borders” capable of spreading 
inspiration globally.

“Our employees told us that the most inspired and 
impactful work is completed from anywhere in the 
world, and we agree! We’re excited to empower our 
global employees to travel, have new experiences, 
and come to work more and more inspired every 
day.”

https://nascentdesign.com/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CgzSuiNMuSD/
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If talking about the weather was once considered 
a “pastime for the elderly” or “a speech from a lift,” 
it has now become a priority topic, particularly on 
social media.

Twitter launched #ExtremeWeather, an infographic 
platform to drive discussion about climate change. 
Along with the hashtag, Twitter launched an 
initiative to encourage developers and researchers 
to disseminate data, explain issues in digestible 
formats, and use aggregated tweets to build user 
data that can be linked to research publications for 
analysis.

“Are you a developer, researcher, or business 
working to bring attention to or build solutions 
that help address the climate crisis? Explore our 
#ExtremeWeather visualisation, tell us what you 
think at @TwitterDev, or discuss what you’re doing 
on our developer forums.” This is Twitter’s appeal to 
developers, who have emerged as critical pawns in 
the race to confront, raise awareness of and solve 
the environmental disaster. The role of infographic 
developers is critical: visualising data through 
colourful, eye-catching, and innovative infographics 
means easier and faster information digestion.

Sustainable Future

→ 05.08.2022  

TWITTER’S
infographic INNOVATION

https://nascentdesign.com/
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“Any meat imaginable, reimagined” the company 
copy line reads.

As the race to provide diners with the best meat 
alternatives heats up, an Israeli start-up, Redefine 
Meat, is producing so-called “whole cuts” of 
plant-based meat using 3D printers.

“We believe that the world deserves a 
New-Meat™, a plant-based meat that is both good 
for the environment and kind to animals,” 
Ben-Shitrit says, “Redefine Mea’s New-Meat™ 
delivers uncompromising and extraordinary culinary 
experiences with its taste, texture, and aroma.”

A five-course dinner was served at London’s Chotto 
Matte, where the experience was organised for a 
large-scale tasting. 50 chefs, restaurant owners, 
and food critics were invited, and the majority of 
them were pleasantly surprised by the quality of the 
product, dubbed “New Meat.”

According to the company, New Meat is made with 
a variety of proprietary and patented technologies 
as well as plant-based ingredients such as chick 
peas. The Redefine Meat R&D team started by 
studying real cuts of meat; they even developed AI 
to observe the texture of meat in order to replicate it 
to the point where all senses would be fooled.

→ 29.08.2022  

Redefine Meat
WITH 3D PRINTING

Creative Stories
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https://www.instagram.com/p/Ch1jsbbsoCM/
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Air New Zealand’s new Dreamliners, due to arrive 
in 2024, will provide customers with more comfort 
options than any airline in the world, bringing the 
best sleep in the sky regardless of the cabin they 
choose to fly in. 

The new experience is centred on creating a “home 
away from home” that leaves customers refreshed 
and ready to go when they arrive at their destination.

“New Zealand’s location puts us in a unique 
position to lead on the ultra-long-haul travel 
experience. We have zeroed in on sleep, comfort, 
and wellness because we know how important 
it is for our customers to arrive well-rested,” said 
Air New Zealand CEO Greg Foran.

Over the course of 5 years, extensive customer 
research revealed the importance of a good night’s 
sleep as well as the need for more space and 
comfort. The airline’s goal is to provide the best 
flying experience possible, and the new cabin, 
combined with world-class Kiwi hospitality, is the 
winning formula.

The Premier Luxe Suite will offer the ultimate 
experience of space and privacy for Business 
customers, with a fully closing door and space 
for two to dine. Skynest will be the world’s first 
sleep pods in the sky for Economy customers. A 
game changer for economy travellers: a new luxury 
experience for anyone who wants to ditch the 
headrest in favour of some bedrest.

Brand Experience

→ 05.09.2022  

Dreamliners:
THE BEST SLEEP IN THE SKY

https://nascentdesign.com/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CiHgyH4MGFk/
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The Beijing-based studio Nicelab, which has primarily 
worked with new brands since its inception three years ago, 
approaches each project with an open mind and a brain full 
of new ideas and manages to imprint its signature style on 
everything it does.

— Design 
Spotlight

Nicelab: 
BRILLIANCE
IN BEIJING

https://nascentdesign.com


One of Nicelab’s signature touch is using bright colours to 
effectively capture people's attention. Vivid hues can “directly 
stimulate consumer’s good impressions toward products”. 
By extension, the studio sees this approach as an important 
way to adapt in an increasingly online world; especially as 
newer brands are now predominantly selling their goods 
online. “There are higher requirements online, like colour of 
the product, and how interesting the illustration is, because 
internet consumers can easily lose their attention to products 
due to such high densities of information.”

This approach can be seen in its series of posters and 
product designs for Open Day, a designer activity the studio 
had planned to celebrate its third year anniversary. The overall 
aesthetic is bold, hectic, with a tumbling, dancing type that 
had every visitor in awe. The posters are designed to look like 
those found in a shopping mall, and the event site is set up to 
look like one as well.
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NASCENT IS AN AWARD WINNER 
BRAND CONSULTANCY AND 
DESIGN AGENCY. OUR MISSION 
IS TO ELEVATE ANY BRAND 
FROM EVERY ANGLE, WHILE 
EMBRACING BRAND INNOVATION 
AND DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION.

LET’S CREATE SOMETHING 
GREAT TOGETHER!

info@nascentdesign.com
nascentdesign.com

Via Andrea Appiani 9
20121 Milano

Follow @nascentdesign on:

in fb ig
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